Abstract-We propose a novel architecture, the event-based Generative Adaptive Subspace Self-Organizing Map (GASSOM) for learning and extracting invariant representations from event streams originating from neuromorphic vision sensors. The framework is inspired by feed-forward cortical models for visual processing. The model, which is based on the concepts of sparsity and temporal slowness, is able to learn feature extractors that resemble neurons in the primary visual cortex. Layers of units in the proposed model can be cascaded to learn feature extractors with different levels of complexity and selectivity. We explore the applicability of the framework on real world tasks by using the learned network for object recognition. The proposed model achieve higher classification accuracy compared to other state-of-the-art event based processing methods. Our results also demonstrate the generality and robustness of the method, as the recognizers for different data sets and different tasks all used the same set of learned feature detectors, which were trained on data collected independently of the testing data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Event based neuromorphic vision sensors [1] [2] [3] [4] have emerged as a viable replacement to frame based sensors in certain applications. These sensors consist of an array of pixels that detect temporal changes in illumination at that spatial location. Increases and decreases in illumination are detected as on and off events. An Address Event Representation (AER) [5] scheme encodes the events by the pixel address and the event type. The advantages of the event based sensor over its traditional frame based counterpart includes low power consumption, low data rate, high dynamic range and high temporal precision. However, processing event based data streams is challenging, because of the discrete and highly variable nature of the data.
An obvious way to process event based data is to accumulate events over fixed time intervals to recreate frames, and then extract information from the recreated frames using standard algorithms developed for frame based cameras. This naïve approach is inefficient as it ignores key advantages of event based sensors, in particular low data rate and high temporal precession. Directly using asynchronous mechanisms for processing event based data will be more cost efficient. For example, Spiking Neural Network architectures (SNNs) inspired by the brain have been identified as a tool that could be utilized in this task. The applicability of simple hierarchical SNN models for visual processing are discussed in [6, 7] . The applicability of hierarchical SNNs for object recognition has been discussed in [8] , [9] and [10] . Learning in these networks was limited to the classification network. The spatial structure of the receptive fields of the feature detectors was fixed. This article focuses on learning invariant feature extractors from event based stimuli, and studies their applicability in object recognition tasks. The events generated by the sensor are dependent on the relative motion between the sensor and the object. Feature extractors applicable for such stimuli should be invariant to the fast changes in the input signal, and extract the underlying static object attributes. In [11] a hierarchical feature extraction method based on learning time-surface prototypes has been introduced, but the issue of invariance was not addressed explicitly.
We present a multilayer architecture that can learn feature extractors from event based data, based on maximizing sparsity and temporal slowness. The concept of temporal slowness ensures that neurons encode the slowly varying component of the signal [12] . It has been previously shown that integrating the concept of temporal slowness has a positive impact in learning invariant feature extractors for frame based inputs [13] . The model consists of layers of processing units that can be stacked such that increasingly abstract features are extracted at higher levels. The feature extractors in each layer are learned using the same generic algorithm. We show that when the network is trained with a stream of events, feature extractors that resemble Gabor filters emerge in the first layer. The units in the next layer learn to encode more complex features, such as corners and extended edges. We test the applicability of the learned feature extractors for object recognition, and obtain better classification accuracy than other state-of-the-art models.
II. CAMERA SETUP AND DATA ACQUISITION Event based neuromorphic sensors capture only illumination changes at each pixel. If the scene illumination is constant, the illumination changes observed by the sensor are generated by the interplay between spatial image gradients and the image motion. Relative motion between the sensor and the object is required to generate events. For static environments, the sensor itself must be in motion. Biological systems may exploit a similar strategy. It has been suggested that fixational eye movements play a fundamental role in feature extraction by removing spatial correlations [14] [15] .
In order to generate sensor motion, we employ a fixation eye movement model based on [15] . The Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) is mounted on a pan-tilt head that is actuated by two independent servo motors. We generate random drift movements which are analogous to the drift movements of the human eye. The drift is modeled as a discrete diffusion process which resets to the center when a boundary is hit. The boundary is defined to be 30 degrees from the center location. Figure 1 . a) The proposed event based processing mechanism. The sub-regions are processed independently. The output event generation is based on a leaky integrate and fire mechanism. When an output event occurs, the network picks a specific node to represent the pattern based on a competitive process. The nodes are updated online to better reflect the environment. (b) The structure of a single subspace for inputs with on and off events.
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Figure 2. Hierarchical processing of events. Subsequent layers process a smaller spatial area but have larger event diversities.
A diffusion constant of 40 arcmin 2 s -1 is used to generate the drift motion with a discrete time interval of 25ms. While performing these drift movements, the camera is directed at the center of a computer screen where static images are presented with a 2 second time interval. The continuous drift motion along with the presentation of different images is analogous to the situation where the human eye is observing a static environment. Changes in the image on the monitor is analogous to saccades. The drift models fixational eye movements. The images are taken from the Amsterdam Library of Object Images (ALOI) [16] . Since the objects had predominantly vertical and horizontal edges, in order to introduce more diagonal edges, 30% of images were randomly selected to be rotated by a random angle sampled from a uniform distribution between 0 and 180 degrees.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The outline of a single layer of the proposed architecture for feature extraction from event streams is given in Figure 1 . The total pixel space of the sensor is broken into K independent w w  sub-regions indexed by k . The stride between two neighboring sub-regions is  pixels. Each subregion is processed independently in an identical manner. An input event from the sensor may appear in multiple subregions.
In the following discussion, we describe in the processing of a single sub-region. In the first step, events from a particular spatial location and with a particular event type are passed through a leaky integrator. Each sub-region generates an event when its total activity exceeds a threshold. At that point, the state of the leaky integrators is passed to a representation mechanism, which determines the event type.
A. Output event generation
The th i event in a sub-region occurring at the spatial location i y at time i t with event type
. For the first layer, there are two types of events (on and off), so P =2. For each subregion, we construct a spatiotemporal surface by applying leaky integrators to the events coming from a particular location and with a particular type. This is carried out by aggregating the events with an exponential decay with time constant 
where ( , ) p  y is the discrete Kroneker delta function which is 1 when the arguments are zero and 0 otherwise. After each input event, the total activity level is calculated according to The sub-region generates an output event if the value of () i at is larger than a spiking threshold s T . If an output event is generated, then the value spatiotemporal surface at that time instant is sent to the representation mechanism described below, which determines the event type of the output event. After sampling, all integrators in the sub-region are reset to zero.
B. Representation mechanism
We denote the time of the j th output event from the subregion as j t , to emphasize that not every input event i results in an output event j. When an event is generated, we first convert the values of the spatiotemporal surface . The mean value of this vector is subtracted from each element, so that it sums to zero, and the vector is normalized so that it has unit norm.
A representation for the signal is produced by a modified version of the online Generative Adaptive Self Organized Map (GASSOM) [13, 17] . The GASSOM learns a set of low dimensional subspaces to encode stimuli using a generative formulation based on Hidden Markov Models [18] . A GASSOM consists of a set of R subspaces indexed by where the columns of each matrix represent the basis vectors which span the subspace. Here, we set the subspace dimensionality H to be 2.
Each subspace corresponds to an output event type. The output event type for the j th event is obtained by finding the subspace onto which the vector j x has the largest projection. As illustrated in Figure 1 (b) , we define the response of each node to the input as the squared length of the projection of an input vector j x onto the subspace, 
This calculation is similar to that used in energy models of the visual cortical complex cell responses. Basis vectors are analogous to linear simple cell receptive fields, with on and off events processed separately. The output event type j p is the index of the subspace with largest response.
In order to learn the subspaces online, we assume a generative model for the data, where each data point is generated by one of the nodes, which is identified by the indicator vector ( ) {0,1} 
where , H jr  wR is a zero mean Gaussian with a diagonal covariance matrix. The noise , jr ε is assumed to be orthogonal to the subspace. The nodes generating the data form a Markov chain across time. We assume initially all nodes are equally probable to generate the input. For subsequent times the nodes change based on a transition probabilities that incorporate the concept of temporal slowness. The principle of temporal slowness states that even though the sensory signals vary quickly, the underlying state of the environment which gives rise to the signal varies slowly. The representation evolves to encode the underlying slowly varying signal content.
The transition probability can be modeled as a mix of a uniform distribution over all nodes and a delta function, which controls the probability of self-transition. We control the mixing using a mixing coefficient 01   . The transition probability from node p to q is denoted by pq a .
(1 ) ( )
The value of  is determined based on the time from last output event using an exponential decay function with time constant s  . The learning step first infers the node that generated each input and then updates the corresponding subspaces in the direction of the input. This is done in a similar manner as discussed in [13, 17] . The update to each subspace in the network is given by, After updating the subspaces by (9) using an appropriate learning rate, the basis vectors are orthonormalized. This update scheme results in a competitive learning process where only the winner with the highest responsibility score and its neighbors are updated in the direction of the input.
To encode the K input patches, we assume each patch is generated by an independent GASSSOM. As done with convolutional neural networks, we reduce the number of free parameters by assuming that input statistics over the whole visual field are similar, and use the same set of subspaces for each GASSOM.
C. Cascading feature extractors
The outputs from a single local sub-region map to a single spatial location in the output event space, but could be of R different event types. Therefore output events from the first layer has the same form as the input events, each event corresponding to a particular spatial location, a specific event type, occurring at a specific time. The same mechanism used to process events from the sensor could be used to further process the output events from the first layer, forming a cascaded network. The spatial range of the output events shrink, but based on the number of nodes in the representation network, the specificity of the events increase. The cascaded architecture is shown in Figure 2 .
IV. RESULTS: LEARNED FEATURE EXTRACTORS
The event based framework is implemented in software using C++ and MATLAB (The MathWorks). The first layer is trained using the event stream from the sensor using the ALOI database and the fixation eye movement model described in Section II. After training, the subspaces are fixed and the input is streamed in again to obtain output events from the first layer, which are used to train the second layer. The two layers are trained sequentially to simplify computation. However they could be trained in parallel. The parameters used in training the networks are given in TABLE I. A. First layer representation Each subspace in the GASSOM consists of two basis vectors orthogonal to each other. The first layer basis vectors after training are given in Figure 3 . Each sub-image consists of four segments where the left and right columns plot the two basis vectors, and top and bottom parts correspond to on and off events. The basis vectors are similar in structure to Gabor functions with orientation and frequency selectivity. The majority of subspaces, similar to the one highlighted in red, are selective for either on or off events. But we can observe few subspaces, similar to the one highlighted in blue, that are tuned for both on and off events. The top and bottom parts of the basis vectors are phase shifted with respect to each other. This subspace models inputs generated by a moving bar, where one side of the bar generates events of a certain type and the other side generates events of the opposite type.
B. Second layer representation
The second layer encodes the activation patterns of first layer units. The basis vectors have dimension of 1 ). We show the structure of second layer subspaces using the corresponding first layer subspaces. A basis vector could be arranged based on the spatial dimensions and the input event type as shown in Figure 4 . (a). The value ( , , ) ap  represents the weight attributed to inputs from the spatial location ( , )  and event type p . For each of the 11 w w  spatial locations we obtain the weight with the largest absolute value for all the input event types. This indicates the type of first layer event that would elicit the maximum response from this subspace at that particular spatial location. We plot the selected first layer subspaces for all the corresponding 11 w w  spatial locations and scale the contrast of the individual sub-images according to the absolute value of the associated weight. In Figure 4 . (b) we plot a selected set of second layer basis vectors. The patterns of weights suggest that they respond to corners and other higher level structures which are present in images.
V. RESULTS: OBJECT CLASSIFICATION
For all the classification tasks described in this section, we use the network trained using images from the ALOI database as described in Section III. Note that the images used to train the feature detectors are disjoint from those used in the object classification tasks, and that we use the same feature detectors in all classification tasks.
We use three event based data sets to benchmark the performance of the learned feature detectors. We present the input event streams corresponding to different objects from the benchmark datasets to the network, and record the output events. We discard the spatial and temporal information of the output events, and bin them based on the event type to create a histogram. The normalized histogram is used as the feature for object recognition [11] . Such histograms are calculated for all the instances in the training and testing data. We use the nearest neighbor classification method. The distances between histograms are calculated using the inverse of the intersection of the two histograms [19] .
The "Letters and Digits" dataset [8] contains two presentations of 36 characters. The characters are printed on a barrel which rotates at 40rpm in front of an event based camera with a sensor size of 128x128 pixels. Since only two presentations of each character is available, we simply divide the set into two, and use them as the training and testing datasets. We were able to achieve 100% classification accuracy using the first layer of the trained network.
The "Faces" data set introduced in [11] poses a more difficult classification task. This dataset contains 24 samples each from 7 subjects. The event stream is obtained using the ATIS camera [1] with a sensor of 320x240 pixels. The sensor is kept stationary while the subjects move their heads to trace a square path generated on a computer monitor. We obtain 100% accuracy for this classification task using a single layer of the network. We use eight-fold cross validation to average the result.
The "Event based MNIST" database [20] proved to be the most difficult task because of the variability of the original hand written images [21] . The data set contains 60,000 training instances and 10,000 testing instances. The original dataset has been converted to the event domain by displaying each digit on a computer screen and having the camera make 3 quick motions tracing an isosceles triangle. Using the first layer of the network, we achieve a classification accuracy of 83%. With the combined first and second layer features, we achieve an accuracy of 89.9%. A higher classification accuracy (95.72%) for the event based MNIST database has been reported in [22] , but in this work the network has been trained on frame based data and later converted to event domain. 
Dataset
Classification accuracy
Event based GASSOM Previous best reported
Letters and Digits 100% 100% [11] Faces 100% 79% [11] Event based MNIST 89.9% 83.4% [20] VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The event based GASSOM presented in this work learns invariant feature extractors from event based stimuli generated from neuromorphic sensors. Learned subspaces resemble the spatial structure of visual cortical cells. We demonstrate high accuracy for three object recognition tasks using representations learned on a completely different set of data. Thus the representations learned by the model are generalizable over event streams originating from different sensors and conditions. We use a simple histogram distance based nearest neighbor classifier, and discard temporal information. Even though the three datasets used in object classification have deterministic motion which is repeated over all instances, if a dataset is created using pseudo-random drift like motion, the order of output events become unreliable. Therefore in this work we focus only on spatial patterns like edges and corners for object identification.
